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Saint Francis of Assisi was born eight hundred years ago; the October issue of the Vigilia is de
voted to his memory. The Franciscan Thaddee MATURA, Polish by birth, sums up the events of
Francis' life and the basic ideas of his Christian way of thinking. The article was translated by
Monika KIS. Padre Matura writes among others, "As a Christian he receives the message of joy
with infinite seriousness and often takes it literally. As opposed to a hierarchic Church having

. lost its zest, and to a society striving for wealth and power, he remains to be poor without raising
his voice, without accusing anybody : his life speaks for itself. He neither censures nor leaves the
Church, even if it so far from the Gospel preached by him, he finds his home in it because he
finds Christ and the Spirit in it."

Mihály KAMARÁS, the vice-provinciai of the Hungarian Franciscan Order and the teacher
of the Franciscan secondary school in Esztergom, presents Francis' path of life, his daily joys
and agonies. Ede TARBAY contemplates on the Saint of Assisi in connection with Zeffirelli's
film titled Brother Sun, Sister Moon. His thoughts are attached to the filmsof Fellini and Pasolini
and to the books written about Saint Francis by Chesterton and Mario von Galli. Miklós BOR
SOS, the famous Hungarian sculptor, writes about the PoverelIo in a letter.

Zoltán MÓSER, the contributor of our periodical, presents Saint Francis' town, the Assisi of
today in a photographic report. His art is reviewed by the poet Gáspár NAGY, the secretary of
the Writers' Association, in connection with an exhibition in spring. The literary material of the
periodical recalls the memory of Saint Francis byextracts from a novel by KAZANTZAKISZ
and from a short story by Antal IJJAS, who died two years ago. The activity of the Christian
writer Antal Ijjas is analysed in a study by Elemér SZEGHALMI.

We go on with our series for the Kodály-centenary. This time you can read a study by Benja
min RAJECZKY titled "Kodály and Our Ecclesiastical Folk Songs" and György CZIGÁNY's
memoirs'recalled in thecompany of the conductor János Ferencsik and the opera singer Józse!
Simándy.

We publish the speech given by Béla HEGYI, the chief-editor of our periodical at a public eve
ning of the Vigilia in Nyíregyháza no\ long ago. Among others he said, "For us the dialoque
means first of ali the mutual understanding of each other and the enforcement of the respect and
liberty of opinions, so that everybody can make the necessary corrections in his way of thinking
in the course of the social changes in time; so that we can establish a socialist democracy and a
culture of the dialogue that hold out promises of a mutual intellectual and social benefit and that
increase .the inclination to co-operate and the concord in the most important matters in each
member of the society. At the same time these positive processes in the society must promote the
adapting of the Christianity, the rethinking and a more realistic interpretation of the relation
between man and religion, faith and society, as many signs of this can be experienced nowadays
aceording to the character of the common practice of people building a common home. Regard
less of their world view,every layer of the Hungarian society has realised that if we ourselves are
unable to establish the peaceful, debating and creative coexistence of the different world views,
religions and beliefs in this small country, if we orselves are unable to create the reassuring and
energy liberating conditions of the dialogue, what can we expect of the international conferences,
the negotiations and promises of the powers then? Can we believe the world then and will the
world believe us?"

(Katalin BERÉNYI)
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